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SIMPLE STEPS FOR START-PRESSURE FOCUS 

�  Define your profit per unit by zip code  

�  Develop a grid to track every expense variable 
�  Track actual start expense by type 

�  Production expense 

�  Delivery expense 

�  Add in the revenue lines  
�  Subscription & Pre-print pack value 

�  Define minimum thresholds to sustain ROP value 

�  Score Zips by ROI to define starts pressure priorities 
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TYPICAL LOCAL COMPETITORS  
(WEEKLY LOCAL ADULT REACH) 

�  Local Cable TV 
�  100-300 stations 
�  Strongest local brand reaches 

~2%  
�  Vast majority reach less than 1%  

�  Local Broadcast TV 
�  4-6 stations 
�  Strongest local TV brand reaches 

~6.5% 

�  Local Broadcast Radio 
�  9-15 stations   
�  Strongest local brand reaches 

~10% 

�  Local Newspaper  
�  1-2 options 
�  Strongest local brand reaches 

~50% 
�  Print & Digital combined reach 

approaches 75% 



ELEPHANTS IN THE ROOM 

�  Twitter — 23% of all internet users/20% of entire adult 
population 

�  LinkedIn — 25% of adult internet users/22% of entire adult 
population 

�  Facebook — 72% of adult internet users/62% of entire adult 
population 

(Pew 8/15) 



FROM 2011….. 

�  "It's inevitable that in highly saturated countries growth has to 
decelerate," said Inside Facebook founder Justin Smith.  

�  "You can only get a certain percentage of the population to become 
active users, and as you get closer to that ceiling, you are going to slow 
down in terms of growth.” (Chicago Tribune 01/2011) 



SATURATION 



STATISTICS… 



OH THE DRAMA! 



EVERYTHING IS RELATIVE 

�  The vast majority of U.S. adults, 164 million (69%), read newspaper 
media content in print or online in a typical week, or access it on 
mobile devices in a typical month.  

�  The majority (59%) of young adults, ages 18-24, read newspaper media 
content in print or online in a typical week, or access it on mobile 
devices in a typical month.  

�  (NAA, 2013) 



2015.. 



Millennials Expect News to Hit Them Up 
By leading with your recognizable brand instead of putting emphasis on platform, you can reach Millennial 

audiences in a way that resonates most with the ways in which they already consume news. 

Scarborough USA+ Study, Release 1, 2012-Scarborough/GfK MRI Attitudinal Insights Data 
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Newspaper Consumption 

Millennials are 53% more 
likely than all U.S. adults 

to feel that social 
networking websites are 
very important for finding 
information about news 
or other current events. 
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WE DON’T REACH YOUNG PEOPLE 
�  Oh wait…we do 



�  Data from Pew Research Center and other sources show that around 
half of newspaper readers consume newspapers only in their printed 
form  



CHIEF AUDIENCE OFFICER ROLE 



TAKE AWAY FROM TODAY 

�  Be aware of the positioning going on 

�  Don’t allow statistical presentation to position your value 

�  Understand your local audience media consumption 

�  Define your strategy around growing audience that matters 

�  Don’t drink industry (any industry) Cool-Aid, be it positive or negative 

�  Refuse to accept the constant refrain of “Newspapers are dead” from 
clients, competitors, friends, family and colleagues…in fact actively 
challenge this notion. 

�  Approach your role as a Chief Audience Officer 


